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FOR DOMESTIC USE ONLY - NOT INTENDED FOR COMMERCIAL USE
NOTE:  SET UP YOUR UNIT IN A COOL PLACE IN YOUR KITCHEN OUT OF DIRECT SUNLIGHT

perfect prep 
machine

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USEroclose t nature®



1. SET UP AND
     CLEANING
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Place a container under the 
dispenser outlet to capture the 
water used to clean the system (at 
least 1 litre capacity).

Plug in the unit, the tank empty 
warning light will illuminate.

With the water hopper in place 
(but not the filter) fill the hopper 
with 1 litre of freshly boiled HOT 
WATER - 

Wait for the tank empty warning 
light to go out. The water tank hot 
light will illuminate.
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Press the cleaning mode button and 
hold for 2 seconds. The cleaning 
mode light will illuminate.

Wait whilst the boiled water is 
emptied from the tank, through the 
dispenser, into the container that you 
placed under the outlet in step 1.

The tank empty warning light will 
illuminate once the water has 
flushed through the system.

Discard the water captured in your 
container and replace it under the 
dispenser.
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Remove the water hopper and 
fit the filter*.
Replace in the water tank.

Fill the hopper with COLD WATER. Wait for the tank empty warning 
light to go out. 

Press the start/stop button. A red 
light will flash.
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The appliance will dispense an 
amount of hot water.

Press the start/stop button again. 
A green light will flash and an 
amount of water will be dispensed 
to finish the cycle.

Press the filter volume reset button 
for 2 seconds to clear the memory.
Discard dispensed water.
Your system is now ready to use.

Before first use you need to run a cleaning cycle – which should take approximately 10 minutes. You should
clean your unit as part of the set up and again whenever you replace your filter. For hygiene and safety
reasons you should always clean your unit if it has been unused or in storage for longer than 2 weeks.

*Handling the filter cartridge by the top only: 

• Remove the filter cartridge from packaging

• Remove sticker from the top of filter

• Fill a bowl with cold drinking water

• Fully submerge the cartridge in the water

• Gently agitate until the bubbles cease
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2. USAGE Before each use you must ensure that your water tank is above the minimum fill mark.
Water to fill the unit must come from the cold tap.

Check the water level and top up if 
necessary with COLD WATER. When 
filling the tank, you must always fill the 
hopper and as the water passes through 
the filter you can regularly top it up.

1

Turn the dial to select the feed 
size you require (120ml – 330ml).

2

Position your sterilised bottle 
under the dispenser. Adjust bottle 
stand if necessary. (Bottle neck 
should sit close to the outlet).

3

Press the start/stop button. A red 
light will flash and a volume of 
HOT WATER is dispensed into 
your bottle.
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The light will change to solid red 
and there will be a double beep 
to indicate the end of the first 
stage. You will need to make up 
your feed within 2 minutes.

Carefully remove the bottle from 
the stand and measure the 
correct number of formula 
scoops into the bottle.
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Screw the sterilised milk storage 
lid onto the bottle and ensure 
that the lid is tight. Be careful 
when handling hot liquid.

Shake well until the formula 
powder has dissolved.
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Remove the milk storage lid and 
replace your bottle onto the 
bottle stand.
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Always check that the amount 
dispensed is consistent with the 
size of feed you have selected on 
the dial. Add the sterilised teat, 
screw ring and hood and shake.
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For your child’s safety always 
check food temperature before 
feeding by testing on a sensitive 
part of your skin.

Your bottle is now ready to serve. 
Make sure you discard any 
unwanted feed as per the formula 
manufacturers recommendation.

Press the start/stop button again. 
The red light will go out and the 
green light will flash. If this button 
is not pressed within 2 minutes of 
the hot water being dispensed a 
long beep will sound. If the alarm 
sounds you should discard the feed 
and repeat the process from step 1.

Wait whilst the remainder of 
water is dispensed. Once 
completed, there will be a
double beep and the green
light will change to solid.

If at any point you need to stop the perfect prep™ machine you can 
do so by pressing the start/stop button. The pump may continue to 
run for a few seconds and the green light will illuminate to show that 
the process has ended. It will not be possible to restart the machine 
for 20 seconds. Should you have to stop the perfect prep™ machine 
please discard of any feed.

HOW TO STOP THE PERFECT PREP™ MACHINE

For a cool tank keep the unit out of direct sunlight and away from 
sources of heat. Fill with COLD WATER from the fridge. Regularly top 
up with COLD/COOLED WATER.

HINTS AND TIPS



Your unit comes with a water filter which lasts 150 litres (approximately 3 months).

3. MAINTENANCE Replacing your filter.

KEEP THIS INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR FUTURE REFERENCE AS 
IT INCLUDES IMPORTANT INFORMATION.

The appliance is designed for domestic use only.  It should not 
be used for commercial purpose.

Do not immerse in water.

This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including 
children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, 
or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been 
given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance 
by a person responsible for their safety.

Warning! Children should be supervised to ensure that they do 
not play with the appliance

If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the 
manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified persons in 
order to aviod a hazard.

If you are in any doubt about how to wire a plug or replace a fuse 
safely, consult a qualified electrician.

DO’S & DON’TS

Do’s

✔ Before first use clean the unit following points 1 to 15 in the  
 set up and cleaning section.

✔ Always ensure good hygiene by washing your hands and 
 work surfaces before handling the water filter.

✔  This product is intended for use with closer to nature  
 water filters which are available from all perfect prep™  
 machine stockists. Use of any other water filter with this  
 product could put your child’s health at risk.

✔ A solid red light will indicate when the filter has enough life   
 to filter 30 litres of water. When the change filter light flashes   
 red, the filter must be changed immediately for your child’s   
 safety and health. 

✔ Always adjust the height of the bottle stand to ensure that   
 the bottle neck is close to the dispenser outlet to maintain   
 the temperature of the water and avoid any splashes.

✔ Dispose of the filter in general household waste. 

✔ Only use cold drinking water.

✔ To clean the outside of the unit, wipe with clean damp cloth.

✔ For your child’s safety always check food temperature before   
 feeding by testing on a sensitive part of your skin.

✔ Be careful when handling boiling water.

Don’ts

✘ Do not allow the water tank to be contaminated. The 
 inside of the unit should only be cleaned by following the 
 cleaning process in steps 1-15 in the set up and cleaning 
 section of this leaflet.

✘ Do not clean with solvents or harsh chemicals.

✘ This appliance is intended for use in a kitchen and not   
 suitable for use in a nursery.

✘ This unit makes very hot water. Keep hands and other body 
 parts away from the dispenser outlet.

✘ Use cold water only. Do not use water that is over 25°C other 
 than when cleaning the unit using the set up and cleaning 
 process. If water over 25°C is used, the unit will automatically 
 turn itself off. If this happens allow the unit to cool and restart.

✘ Do not overfill past the max mark on the water hopper.

✘ Do not pour water down the back of the unit. 

✘ Do not pour water directly into the water tank. The   
 water must go into the water hopper. 

A red change filter warning light 
will illuminate when the filter 
needs replacing soon. If this light 
flashes, the filter must be 
changed immediately.

 Replacement filters are available from all closer to nature perfect prep™ machine stockists.

Press the cleaning mode button for 
2 seconds to empty the tank 
(ensure a suitably sized receptacle 
is under the dispenser outlet to 
collect the water). Then press the 
filter volume reset button for 2 
seconds to clear the memory.

Remove the old filter from the 
hopper and discard. Replace the 
hopper (without filter).

Follow the cleaning cycle steps as 
per SET UP – fitting your new 
filter at stage 9.
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Mayborn Group is a business name of Mayborn ANZ Pty Ltd. 

A red warning light will illuminate when the unit requires descaling soon.
If the light flashes, you should descale immediately.
1. Remove the filter.
2. Fill the water tank with 0.5 litres of distilled white vinegar (4 or 5%).
3. Place a jug under the dispenser outlet.
4. Press the descale button for 2 seconds and the system will run a descale process.
 During the descale process the red descale light will continue to flash.
5. At the end of the descale process an alarm will sound and the descale LED will switch off.
6. The red cleaning mode light will flash.
7. Fill the tank with 1 litre of freshly boiled water.
8. Follow the cleaning cycle steps as per stages 5-15 of the set up and cleaning process.
9. Again, fill the tank with 1 litre of freshly boiled water.
10. Repeat the cleaning cycle steps as per stages 5-15 of the set up and cleaning process.
11. The current filter can be refitted.

4. DESCALING The descaling process will remove deposits of calcium and other minerals in 
the system that may affect its performance.

Mayborn ANZ Pty Ltd. 
(ABN 66 154 703 134)
PO Box 475  
Mt Waverley VIC 3149
AUSTRALIA 

Newborn Brands (NZ) Ltd.
PO Box 47-677
Ponsonby   Auckland   1144
NEW ZEALAND 

Any questions? 
Visit our website www.tommeetippee.com.au
or call us FREE on
AUSTRALIA: 1800 096 938 
NEW ZEALAND: 0800 726 436

Please retain our address for future reference.


